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Today in luxury:

Step inside YSL's new Parisian headquarters

Anthony Vaccarello has nearly finished giving a tour of the just-opened 140,000-square-foot headquarters of fashion
house Yves Saint Laurent in a tony corner of Paris's seventh arrondissement when, heading toward the exit, he says
he's saved his favorite part for last, says WSJ. magazine.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Here's what a luxury NYC real estate agent thinks about Amazon HQ2

Ryan Serhant, real estate agent and managing director at NestSeekers International, started his career in Long Island
City. He is well known as one of the real estate agents on Bravo's "Million Dollar Listings New York." Watch what he
has to say about the Amazon HQ2 situation and how his clients are being affected, per CNBC.

Click here to watch the video on CNBC

Trump's political success comes with a cost for his business

When President Donald Trump took office, his critics feared that he would exploit his new position for the benefit of
his family business. And while some properties of the Trump Organization most notably its hotel in Washington
have prospered, other enterprises have languished or failed, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Hermes' refusal to change is its  most radical gesture yet
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The fashion house remains loyal to a way of life more common to Europe's medieval guilds, dedicating itself to the
idea of craftsmanship above all else, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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